Exploring Large Profiles with Calling Context Ring Charts
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ABSTRACT

Calling context profiling is an important technique for analyzing the performance of object-oriented software with complex inter-procedural control flow. A common data structure is the Calling Context Tree (CCT), which stores dynamic metrics, such as CPU time, separately for each calling context. As CCTs may comprise millions of nodes, there is need for a condensed visualization that eases the location of performance bottlenecks. In this paper, we discuss Calling Context Ring Charts (CCRCs), a compact visualization for CCTs, where callees are represented in ring segments surrounding the caller’s ring segment. In order to reveal hot methods, their callers, and callees, the ring segments can be sized according to a chosen dynamic metric. We describe a case study where CCRCs help detect and fix performance problems in an application. An evaluation confirms that our implementation efficiently handles large CCTs with millions of nodes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Calling context profiling is a common technique to explore the dynamic behavior of programs and to find the reasons for performance problems. Calling context profiling yields dynamic metrics separately for each calling context, such as the number of method invocations or the CPU time spent in a calling context. A calling context is a sequence of methods that were invoked but have not yet completed; that is, a calling context corresponds to the methods represented on the call stack at some moment during program execution.

Calling context profiling helps analyze the dynamic inter-procedural control flow of applications. This technique is particularly important for understanding and optimizing object-oriented software, where polymorphism and dynamic binding often hinder static analyses. Typically, object-oriented applications make use of many short methods such that the inter-procedural control flow can become very complex.

The Calling Context Tree (CCT) [1] is a prevailing datastructure for representing calling context profiles. Each node in the CCT corresponds to a calling context and stores the measured dynamic metrics for that calling context. There is a large body of work dealing with different techniques to generate CCTs [1, 7, 2, 4], highlighting the importance of the CCT for calling context profiling.

CCTs are often huge trees, sometimes comprising millions of nodes. Furthermore, the depth of CCTs can be high; CCTs with 50–400 levels are common in practice. Hence, there is need for a compact representation of CCTs helping the developer analyze dynamic program behavior. Prevailing tools supporting calling context profiling typically present the CCT as an expandable tree. However, exploring large and deep CCTs, such as for locating invocations of a particular method in various calling contexts, is cumbersome with an expandable tree representation.

In this paper, we discuss Calling Context Ring Charts (CCRCs) [3], a way of visualizing and analyzing CCTs. In a CCRC, the CCT root is represented as a circle in the center. Callers are represented by ring segments surrounding the caller’s ring segment. With CCRCs it is possible to display all calling contexts of a CCT in a single chart, preserving the caller/callee relationships conveyed in the CCT. For a detailed analysis of certain calling contexts, CCT subtrees can be selected to be visualized separately and the tree depth can be limited [3].

In this paper we present two CCRC visualizations; for more details see [3]. First, for each caller, the ring segments of the callees have the same size and completely surround the caller’s ring segment. While this representation eases the analysis of caller/callee relationships, it does not convey any information on dynamic metrics collected within the different calling contexts. In the second visualization, the angle covered by each ring segment is proportional to the contribution of the corresponding calling context to a cho-
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void main (String[] args) {
    for (int j=0; j<20; j++) {
        f(j);
        g(j);
        for (int k=1; k<j/2; k++) {
            h(k);
        }
    }
}

void f(int n) {
    int k = g(n);
    k=h(k)*k;
}

int g(int n) {
    if (n%2==0)
        return h(n/2);
    else
        return g(n+1);
}

void i(int n) {
    n=n*n;
}

int h(int n) {
    i(n);
    return n-1;
}

(a) Example code

Figure 1: Sample Java code and the CCT generated for one execution of method main(String[]). As dynamic metrics, each CCT node stores the number of method invocations and the number of executed bytecodes in the corresponding calling context. For each CCT node $n$, the aggregated metric $ag$(bytecodes) sums up the executed bytecodes in the whole subtree rooted at node $n$.

2. BACKGROUND: THE CALLING CONTEXT TREE (CCT)

The CCT was first introduced by Ammons et al. [1] as runtime data structure for calling context profiling.

Each node in the CCT represents a calling context and stores the measured dynamic metrics for that calling context; it also refers to a unique identifier of the method in which the metrics were collected. The parent of a CCT node represents the caller’s context, while the children nodes correspond to the callee methods. If the same method is invoked in distinct calling contexts, the different invocations are represented by distinct nodes in the CCT. In contrast, if the same method is invoked multiple times in the same calling context, the dynamic metrics collected during the executions of that method are stored in the same CCT node.

The CCT does not restrict which dynamic metrics are stored in the tree nodes. Common metrics include the number of method invocations, the CPU time, the number of cache misses, the number of object allocations, or the amount of allocated memory. Our CCRC implementation does not constraint which and how many different metrics are stored in a CCT node. All stored metrics must be represented by numeric values.

For some metrics $M$, it is useful to consider also the aggregated metrics $ag(M)$ for subtrees of the CCT, in order to explore the overall costs of method executions (i.e., including the costs incurred by all direct and indirect callees).

For each CCT node $n$, $ag(M_n)$ is computed as the sum of the metric values $M_x$ of all nodes $x$ in the CCT subtree rooted at node $n$. For instance, for a given CCT node $n$, the metric $CPU_n$ shows the CPU time spent executing the instructions within the body of the method $m_n$ represented by the node $n$, excluding the CPU time spent in callees of $m_n$. In contrast, the metric $ag(CPU_n)$ gives the overall CPU time spent in the calling context corresponding to node $n$ and in all callees.

Common metrics where aggregation for subtrees helps locate performance problems include the CPU time spent in a calling context or the amount of memory allocated in a calling context. Some other metrics, such as the number of method invocations, are rarely aggregated.

The example in Figure 1(b) shows a conceptual representation of the CCT resulting from executing the Java code sample in Figure 1(a); the used colors differentiate the distinct methods. The illustrated CCT represents one invocation of method main(String[]). For instance, such a CCT may be created with the profiler described in [2, 4]. In this example, we assume that two dynamic metrics are collected for each calling context, the number of method invocations and the number of executed bytecodes (in a Java Virtual Machine). Regarding the latter metric, which is a rather platform-independent alternative to the common CPU time metric, we are also computing the aggregated number of executed bytecodes $ag$(bytecodes) for subtrees of the CCT.
3. CCT VISUALIZATION

In this section we describe two ways of visualizing CCTs as Calling Context Ring Charts, as introduced in [3]. Both visualizations use an onion-like structure with circular layers, each layer corresponding to a level in the CCT. Nodes are ring segments, and children nodes (calleees) are represented on the outer ring of their parent (caller).

3.1 Ring Segments of Equal Length

Figure 2 illustrates a ring segment $s$ and its $n$ children nodes $c_1, \ldots, c_n$. In this first visualization, given $\alpha$ the angle covered by $s$, the angle $\theta_i$ covered by its $i$th child $c_i$ is computed as follow:

$$\theta_i = \frac{\alpha}{n}$$

(1)

Figure 3 shows this first visualization for our example code from Figure 1. As a consequence of equation (1), the children completely surround their parent. For instance, in the second layer the ring segments representing the callees of `main(String[])` (i.e., `f(int)`, `g(int)`, and `h(int)`) have the same length and completely surround the ring segment of `main(String[])`. The root node of the CCT is represented by the central circle.

This visualization gives a condensed view of the overall CCT and eases the analysis of caller/callee relationships. However, the visualization does not convey any dynamic metric stored in the CCT.

3.2 Ring Segment Length Proportional to a Selected Aggregated Metric

In order to ease locating performance problems, we support a second visualization, where each ring segment is sized proportionally to an aggregated metric $ag(M)$ chosen by the user. In this visualization, $\theta_i$ is computed with the following equation:

$$\theta_i = \frac{\alpha \cdot ag(M_c)}{ag(M_s)}$$

(2)

Using equation (2), the sum of all $\theta_i$ can be less than $\alpha$; that is, the children ring segments do not entirely surround the parent ring segment. The remaining portion of the parent ring segment represents the metrics contribution of the parent excluding its callees.

Figure 4 presents a ring chart where ring segments are sized according to the aggregated metric $ag($bytecodes$)$ in the example. Only about 67% of the ring segment of `main(String[])` are surrounded by the callees’ ring segments, and the remaining 33% illustrate the contribution of method `main(String[])` to the overall bytecode execution.

This visualization helps locate hot calling contexts, since the length of ring segments is proportional to an aggregated metric. However, ring segments representing calling contexts with a low metric contribution can be very small such that the user may not be able to see all callees of a method. Hence, our different visualizations are complementary, and the user can switch between the different views.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented three versions of our CCRC visualization tool. The first version is based on JavaScript and on the standard XML-based Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), whereas the second version is a Java application using the Swing toolkit. The third version is also implemented in Java using Eclipse’s Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT).
Our first implementation uses JavaScript to create and dynamically transform the CCT, which is represented as an XML structure. This implementation allows visualizing CCRCs directly in any standard web browser. The rendered page consists of two parts, one part is showing the ring chart, while the other part presents detailed calling context information of the currently selected CCT node (a node is automatically selected when pointed by the mouse), such as the complete call stack and collected dynamic metrics. The navigation in the CCT representation is implemented using events which are handled by the browser and trigger calls to JavaScript routines that update the displayed information. On the one hand, this implementation is well suited for integration in web-based collaboration tools. On the other hand, JavaScript execution engines embedded in currently available browsers are often unable to handle very large structures as those required for representing CCTs. Moreover, the limited performance of Javascript for complex tree manipulations can result in poor user experience.

In our second, Java-based implementation, the GUI has the same structure and similar behavior as in the first implementation. However, in contrast to the first implementation, it has been designed to handle very large CCTs comprising millions of nodes. Additional features were added, such as an advanced search to find and highlight CCT nodes with certain properties.

For instance, the user can search for calling contexts representing execution in a particular package, class, or method. It is also possible to quickly locate CCT nodes where the collected metrics meet given constraints (e.g., exceeding some thresholds).

Our third implementation based on SWT has the same advanced features as the Swing-based version. In addition, it can be used in the Eclipse IDE. We integrated our CCRC visualization in the Senseo Eclipse plugin [5], which enriches Eclipse’s static source view with dynamic metrics from a running application. Senseo provides the developer with various dynamic metrics, such as runtime receiver, argument, and return types of invoked methods, the number of allocated objects, an estimation of total memory consumption, etc. The integration of CCRC enhances Senseo with complete calling context information. It also supports interactions between the CCRC and the corresponding methods in the source code, such as highlighting the calling contexts in the CCRC corresponding to a chosen method, respectively showing the method source code of a selected calling context in the CCRC.

5. CASE STUDY

In this section we present a study where CCRCs have been successfully applied to locate performance problem in an application, which was optimized afterwards.

In our case study, the calling context profiles are collected with the profiler described in [2, 4], which collects the number of executed bytecodes in each calling context (in addition to other dynamic metrics), this metric is largely platform-independent. This profiler has the advantage to profile overall application execution, including the execution of methods in the Java class library.

For CCRC visualization, we use our Java-based Swing implementation. For the CCRCs in this case study, we use our second visualization, where the ring segment length is proportional to the aggregated bytecode metric (see Section 3.2). The CCRCs show the main(String[]) method as root in the center, that is, we use subtree selection [3] in order to concentrate on application execution, disregarding the execution of system threads, which is also conveyed in the profiles generated by our profiler. For all shown CCRCs, we limit the depth to 10 levels [3].

The primary contribution of this case study is to show that CCRCs help quickly locate hotspots in calling context profiles. As a secondary contribution, the case study also demonstrate that profiling using a platform-independent metric (i.e., the number of executed bytecodes) – instead of the common CPU time metric – is a useful technique for detecting hotspots and for optimizing applications. The resulting optimized application not only executes less bytecodes, but it also performs significantly better in terms of execution time.

Shamir’s Secret Sharing (SSS) [6] is a cryptography algorithm, where a secret is divided into parts. Each participant receives its unique participant share keys by hashing the secret, and with the participant’s id, return the key/value pairs. PUT: input: key value pair $<k,v>$

- calculate $T$ unique participant share keys $pk_j$ by hashing $k$ with the participant’s id
- split $v$ by calculating $T$ points $p_j$ from $f(x)$
- return $T$ key/value pairs $<pk_j,p_j>$

GET: input: key $k$

- calculate $T$ unique participant share keys $pk_j$ by hashing $k$ with the participant’s id
- join $T$ shares from participants using the $pk_j$ keys into $v$
- return $v$

Figure 5: Algorithms used to split the secret into $T$ shares and to reconstruct the secret

![Figure 6: CCRC for the initial implementation of SSS](image)

Figure 6: CCRC for the initial implementation of SSS

$S$ is based on the idea that a polynomial’s coefficient and points generated by the polynomial are interchangeable. A polynomial function $f$ is constructed (see equation (3)), such that the constant term $S$ is the secret to share, and $T$ is the minimum number of shares required to reassemble the secret. $K_i$ are randomly generated numbers. The shares given to the participants are tuples $<x_i,f(x_i)>$, that is, points in the polynomial curve.

$$f(x) = S + \sum_{i=1}^{T-1} K_i x^i$$

In our case study, we analyze an SSS implementation developed by Ricardo Padilha at the University of Lugano, which handles $S$ of arbitrary size (whereas most available implementations limit $S$
Figure 7: SSS using java.security.SecureRandom (top) versus SSS using java.util.Random (bottom)

The highlighted segments in Figure 7 (top and bottom) correspond to BigInteger.randomBits(), which is the common code executed when using SecureRandom respectively Random. Thanks to this optimization, the calculation of the random coefficients was reduced from 5.96% to 0.43% of the overall executed bytecodes.

Second, the developer noticed that a high percentage of executed bytecodes were used to calculate the hash function for the obfuscation feature (see Figure 6). He decided to reengineer SSS in order to make this feature optional, since it was not required in common use cases. Figure 8 shows the CCRC for the final SSS version. Compared to the original implementation (see Figure 6), the total number of executed bytecodes has been reduced from 29,568,435,996 to 15,129,000,509.

In order to confirm that the optimizations based on profiles with bytecode metrics also result in a speedup, we measured the execution times of the three different versions (initial version, version without secure random, and final version with neither secure random nor hash), with JDK 1.6_11 running on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.33Ghz computer with 2GB RAM (Linux Fedora 10). The original implementation took 9150ms. The implementation without secure random took 7579ms (speedup of 20.7%). Finally, the implementation with neither secure random nor hash took 5557ms (speedup of 64.7%).

6. EVALUATION

In order to validate our CCRC implementation with large profiles, we generated and visualized the CCTs for the standard Da-
### 7. CONCLUSION

Calling context profiling is an important technique for exploring the dynamic behavior of programs. However, the resulting profiles, usually represented as CCTs, can be huge, comprising up to millions of calling contexts and typically reaching tree depths of 50–400 layers. Such large profiles can hardly be analyzed in a textual representation, and prevailing visualizations, such as expandable trees used in several profiling tools, are too verbose and do not make good use of space.

In order to ease handling large calling context profiles, we presented Calling Context Ring Charts (CCRCs). A CCRC visualizes a CCT in a compact way, correctly representing all caller/callee relationships. Each calling context is displayed as a ring segment, surrounded by the ring segments representing the callees. Ring segments can be sized according to a chosen dynamic metric in order to ease the location of hotspots.

We presented a case study where CCRCs were successfully applied to locate and fix performance problems in an application. An evaluation confirms that our CCRC implementation easily handles very large calling context profiles.
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